Abstract. We consider sets of positive integers containing no sum of two elements in the set and also no product of two elements. We show that the upper density of such a set is strictly smaller than 1 2 and that this is best possible. Further, we also find the maximal order for the density of such sets that are also periodic modulo some positive integer.
Introduction
The sum-product problem in combinatorial number theory asserts that if A is a finite set of positive integers, then either A + A or A · A is a much larger set than A, where A + B is the set of sums a + b with a ∈ A, b ∈ B and A · B is the set of products ab with a ∈ A, b ∈ B. A famous conjecture by Erdős and Szemerédi [2] asserts that if ǫ > 0 is arbitrary and A is a set of N positive integers, then for N sufficiently large depending on the choice of ǫ, we have
This conjecture is motivated by the cases when either |A + A| or |A · A| is unusually small. For example, if A = {1, 2, . . . , N}, then A + A is small, namely, |A + A| < 2N. However, A · A is large since there is some c > 0 such that |A · A| > N 2 /(log N) c . And if A = {1, 2, 4, . . . , 2 N −1 }, then |A · A| < 2N, but |A + A| > N 2 /2. The best that we currently know towards this conjecture is that it holds with exponent 4/3 in the place of 2, a result of Solymosi [9] . (In fact, Solymosi proves this when A is a set of positive real numbers.)
In this paper we consider a somewhat different question: how dense can A be if both A + A and A · A have no elements in common with A? If A ∩ (A + A) = ∅ we say that A is sum-free and if A ∩ (A · A) = ∅ we say A is product-free. Before stating the main results, we give some background on sets that are either sum-free or product-free.
If a ∈ A and A is sum-free, then {a} + A is disjoint from A, and so we immediately have that the upper asymptotic density of A is at most 1 2 . Density 1 2 can be achieved by taking A as the set of odd natural numbers. Similarly, if A is a set of residues modulo n and is sum-free, then D(A) := |A|/n is at most 1 2 , and this can be achieved when n is even and A consists of the odd residues. The maximal density for D(A) for A a sum-free set in Z/nZ was considered in [1] . In particular, the maximum for D(A) is
if n is divisible solely by primes that are 1 modulo 3, it is
if n is divisible by some prime that is 2 modulo 3 and p is the least such, and it is 1 3 otherwise. Consequently, we have D(A) ≤ 2 5 if A is a sum-free set in Z/nZ and n is odd. It is worth noting that maximal densities of subsets of arbitrary finite abelian groups are determined in [3] . For generalizations to subsets of finite non-abelian groups, see [4] . The problem of the maximum density of product-free sets of positive integers, or of subsets of Z/nZ, only recently received attention. For subsets of the positive integers, it was shown in [6] that the upper density of a product-free set must be strictly less than 1. Let D(n) denote the maximum value of D(A) as A runs over product-free sets in Z/nZ. In [8] it was shown that D(n) < 1 2 for the vast majority of integers, namely for every integer not divisible by the square of a product of 6 distinct primes. Moreover, the density of integers which are divisible by the square of a product of 6 distinct primes was shown to be smaller than 1.56 × 10 −8 . Somewhat surprisingly, D(n) can in fact be arbitrarily close to 1 (see [6] ), and thus there are integers n and sets of residues modulo n consisting of 99% of all residues, with the set of pairwise products lying in the remaining 1% of the residues. However, it is not easy to find a numerical example that beats 50%. In [6] , an example of a number n with about 1.61 × 10 ; it is not known if there are any substantially smaller examples, say with fewer than 10 8 decimal digits. In [7] the maximal order of D(n) was essentially found: There are positive constants c, C such that for all sufficiently large n, we have
log 2 (log log log n) 1/2 and there are infinitely many n with
log 2 (log log log n) 1/2 .
In this paper we consider two related questions. First, if A is a set of integers which is both sum-free and product-free, how large may the upper density of A be? Second, set
A is a sum-free, product-free subset of Z/nZ}.
What is the maximal order of D ′ (n)? We prove the following results.
Theorem 1.1. If A is a set of positive integers that is both product-free and sum-free, then A has upper density at most
, where a 0 is the least element of A. Theorem 1.2. There is a positive constant κ such that for all sufficiently large numbers n,
log 2 (log log log n) 1/2 . Theorem 1.3. There is a positive constant κ ′ and infinitely many integers n with
and if 5|n, then
. A possibly interesting computational problem is to numerically exhibit some n with
. Theorem 1.3 assures us that such numbers exist, but the least example might be very large.
One might also ask for the densest possible set A for which A, A + A, and A · A are pairwise disjoint. However, Proposition 3.2 below implies immediately that any sum-free, product-free set A ⊂ Z/nZ with D(A) > 
The upper density
Here we prove Theorem 1.1. We begin with some notation that we use in this section: For a set of positive integers A, we write A(x) for A ∩ [1, x] . If a is an integer, we write a + A for {a} + A.
Lemma 2.1. Suppose that A is a sum-free set of positive integers and that I is an interval of length y in the positive reals. Then
Solving this inequality for N proves the result.
For a set A of positive integers and a real number x > 0, let
Lemma 2.2. Suppose that A is a sum-free set of positive integers and that a 1 , a 2 ∈ A. Then for all x > 0,
Proof. We have the sets A(x), a 1 + A(x − a 1 ), a 2 + A(x − a 2 ) all lying in [1, x] and the latter two sets are disjoint from the first set (since A is sum-free). Thus,
(1 − 3δ x )x, so this completes the proof.
For a set A of positive integers, define the difference set
Further, for an integer g, let
Corollary 2.3. If A is a sum-free set of positive integers and g ∈ ∆A then, for any x > 0,
in which the implied constant depends on both g and A.
Proof. Suppose that g ∈ ∆A, so that there exist a 1 , a 2 ∈ A such that a 1 − a 2 = g. If a ∈ A(x − a 1 ) and a + a 1 ∈ a 2 + A(x − a 2 ), then
. Thus, by Lemma 2.2,
from which the corollary follows.
Corollary 2.4. If A is a sum-free set of positive integers with upper density greater than 2 5 , then ∆A is a subgroup of Z.
Proof. Since ∆A is closed under multiplication by −1, it suffices to show that if g 1 , g 2 ∈ ∆A, then g 1 +g 2 ∈ ∆A. If g 1 +A g 1 contains a member a of A g 2 , then a−g 1 ∈ A and a+g 2 ∈ A, so that g 1 + g 2 ∈ ∆A. Note that g 1 + A g 1 and A g 2 are both subsets of A. Now by Corollary 2.3, if g 1 + A g 1 and A g 2 were disjoint, we would have for each positive real number x,
, contradicting the assumption that A has upper density greater than 2 5 . Thus, g 1 + A g 1 and A g 2 are not disjoint, which as we have seen, implies that g 1 + g 2 ∈ ∆A. This completes the proof.
Remark 2.5. Corollary 2.4 is best possible, as can be seen by taking A as the set of positive integers that are either 2 or 3 modulo 5.
We now prove the following result which immediately implies Theorem 1.1. Proposition 2.6. Suppose that A is a sum-free set of positive integers with least member a 0 . Suppose in addition that {a 0 } · A is disjoint from A. Then the upper density of A is at most
Proof. If the upper density of A is at most 2 5 , the result holds trivially, so we may assume the upper density exceeds 2 5 . It follows from Corollary 2.4 that ∆A is the set of multiples of some positive number g, which is necessarily either 1 or 2. (If g ≥ 3, then the upper density of A would be at most 1 3 .) Suppose that g = 2 so that ∆A consists of all even numbers. Then either A consists of all even numbers or all odd numbers. In the former case, the set { } · A is a sum-free set of positive integers, and so has upper density at most 1 2 . It follows that A has upper density at most 1 4 , a contradicition. Now suppose that A consists solely of odd numbers. For any real number x ≥ a 0 , both {a 0 } · A(x/a 0 ) and A(x) consist only of odd numbers, they are disjoint, and they lie in [1, x] . Thus, by Lemma 2.1,
Adding these two inequalities and dividing by 2 gives that |A(x)| ≤ ( , giving the result in this case. It remains to consider the case that g = 1, that is, ∆A = Z. Let x ≥ a 0 be any real number and consider the two sets a 0 + A(x − a 0 ) and {a 0 } · A −1 (x/a 0 ). They both lie in [1, x] and by hypothesis are both disjoint from A(x). If these two sets share an element in common then there would be some a ∈ A −1 (x/a 0 ) with a 0 a − a 0 ∈ A(x − a 0 ). In this case a 0 (a−1) ∈ A and also a 0 ∈ A and a−1 ∈ A, which contradicts our hypothesis. We conclude that the three sets a 0 + A(x − a 0 ), {a 0 } · A −1 (x/a 0 ), and A(x) must be pairwise disjoint. Thus,
On the other hand, using Lemma 2.1 and Corollary 2.3,
Putting these two inequalities together and dividing by x, we obtain
which proves the proposition.
An upper bound for the density in Z/nZ
In this section we prove Theorem 1.2. We use the following theorem of Kneser [5] ; see also [10, Theorem 5.5].
Theorem 3.1 (Kneser) . Suppose in an abelian group G (written additively) we have finite nonempty sets A, B, C where A + B = C. Let H be the stabilizer of C in G, that is, H is the subgroup of elements g ∈ G with g + C = C. Then |C| ≥ |A + H| + |B + H| − |H| ≥ |A| + |B| − |H|.
We next deduce restrictions on the structure of sum-free sets having density greater than 2 5 . Proposition 3.2. Suppose that n is a positive integer and A ⊂ Z/nZ is sum-free. If
, then n is even and A is a subset of the odd residues in Z/nZ.
Proof. It follows from [1] that D(A) > 2 5 implies n must be even (see the comments in Section 1). The result holds for n = 2 since a sum-free set cannot contain 0. It also holds for n = 4 since the double of an odd residue is 2, so the only option for A is {1, 3}. We now suppose n ≥ 6 is even and proceed by induction assuming that the proposition holds for all even numbers smaller than n. Let C denote the set of residues mod n of the form a + b, where a, b ∈ A. Since |A| > 2 5 n and A is sum-free, we have |C| < 3 5 n, so that |C| < 2|A| − 1 (using n ≥ 6). We apply Kneser's theorem in the group G = Z/nZ to conclude that the stabilizer H of C must be nontrivial. Thus H = h , where h|n and h < n.
Next note that if ψ denotes the projection map of Z/nZ to Z/hZ, then ψ(A) is still sumfree. To show this, suppose not, whence there are a 1 , a 2 , a 3 ∈ A and ψ(a 1 ) + ψ(a 2 ) = ψ(a 3 ). Now a 3 ≡ a 1 + a 2 (mod h), so that there is some c ∈ C (namely c = a 1 + a 2 ) with a 3 ∈ H + c.
The projection map ψ is n/h to 1, so |ψ(A)| ≥ |A|/(n/h) > 2 5 h, and this implies that h must be even. By the induction hypothesis ψ(A) cannot contain any even residues modulo h. But even residues in A reduce to even residues modulo h, so A cannot contain any even residues modulo n. This completes the proof.
We now prove Theorem 1.2. For those n with D ′ (n) ≤ 2 5 , the result holds for any number κ, so assume that
. Let A ⊂ Z/nZ be a product-free, sum-free set with D(A) = D ′ (n). By Proposition 3.2, we have that n is even and that A is a subset of the odd residues modulo n. Suppose that k is an integer with n ≤ 2 k < 2n. Let N = 2 2k n and let B be the set of positive integers of the form 2 j b where j ≤ k and b ≤ N/2 j = 2 2k−j n, such there is some a ∈ A with b ≡ a (mod n). Then the members of B are in [1, N] and
We note that B is product-free as a set of residues modulo N. Indeed, suppose 2 j i b i ∈ B, for i = 1, 2, 3 and
Let a i ∈ A be such that b i ≡ a i (mod n) for i = 1, 2, 3. We have that a 1 , a 2 , a 3 are odd, and since n is even, this implies that b 1 , b 2 , b 3 are odd. Using j 1 + j 2 ≤ 2k, j 3 ≤ k and 2 2k |N, we have j 1 + j 2 = j 3 . Hence a 1 a 2 ≡ a 3 (mod n), a violation of the assumption that A is product-free modulo n. We conclude that B is product-free modulo N.
It now follows from Theorem 1.1 in [7] that for n sufficiently large, |B| ≤ N 1 − c (log log N) 1− e 2 log 2 (log log log N) 1/2 .
Further, since N is of order of magnitude n 3 , we have that log log N = log log n + O(1), and so for any fixed choice of c 0 < c we have for n sufficiently large that |B| ≤ N 1 − c 0 (log log n) 1− e 2 log 2 (log log log n) 1/2 .
Thus, from our lower bound for |B| in (3.1) we have
Since N/2 2k+1 = n/2, it follows that for any fixed c 1 < c 0 and n sufficiently large, we have |A| < n 2 1 − c 1 (log log n) 1− e 2 log 2 (log log log n) 1/2 .
We thus may choose κ as any number smaller than c/2. This concludes the proof of Theorem 1.2.
for some positive constant c ′ . Using π(x)/x ≪ 1/ log x and log x = log log n x + O(1), we have D(A) ≥ 1 2 − κ ′ (log log n x )
1− e 2 log 2 (log log log n x ) 1/2 for any fixed constant κ ′ > c ′ and x sufficiently large. Thus, D ′ (n x ) satisfies the condition of Theorem 1.3 for x sufficiently large, completing the proof.
